
Elementary Wilson Fundations & Orton Gillingham Crosswalk

Purpose: This Curriculum Crosswalk is provided as only an example of how Wilson Fundations and Orton Gillingham content supports

instruction/learning activities. Teachers may reference this curriculum guide to aid diagnostic assessments to identify any potential gaps

in grade level reading and writing skills.  It is important that this tool be utilized, updated and maintained.

Wilson Fundations is aligned with Orton-Gillingham principles; direct, explicit, and cumulative instruction

● Wilson Fundations- a systematic and  comprehensive phonics program for all K-3 Tier 1 students. Fundations supports foundational

standards-based skills for reading, writing, speaking, listening, and language. Each component emphasizes phonemic awareness,

phonics-word study, high frequency word study, fluency, vocabulary, handwriting and spelling .

Each lesson must be taught explicitly and sequentially, beginning with word awareness. After orientation each unit and lesson naturally

builds upon the student prior knowledge; and past concepts are reviewed and integrated within the learning activities.

● Wilson Fundations- Delivered to the whole group for 30-35 minutes per day. Daily practice/routine begin with letter-keyword sound

cards (drill sounds/warm-up) and then begin introducing the concept/skill of the day.

● Orton Gillingham- an effective research based  intervention that suggests a diagnostic assessment be completed by each student to

evaluate each student's literacy skills. The OG framework is designed  to provide differentiated direct, explicit,and multisensory

instruction. Once a student's strengths and deficits are identified, lesson plans are created to follow a comprehensive, developmentally

appropriate learning path for each student. OG consists of levels one-four.  Students do not move onto a new concept until mastery is

achieved.   OG requires a minimum of two full lessons taught a week.



Kindergarten

Fundations Scope and Sequence
(Tier I)

GSE Standards Orton Gillingham Scope and Sequence
(Tier II & III)

- Recognize and produce rhyming

words

- Segment words into syllables

- Segment and pronounce initial,

medial and final phonemes in

spoken CVC words

- Name and sequence all letters of

the alphabet

- Fluently produce sounds of

consonants (primary) and short

vowels when given a letter

- Fluently produce sounds for basic

digraphs: (wh, sh, ch th, ck)

- Distinguish long and short vowel

sounds within words

- Read and spell approximately 200

CVC words

- ELAGSEKRF2a

- ELAGSEKRF2b

- ELAGSEKRF2d

- ELAGSEKRF1d

- ELAGSEKRF3a

- ELAGSEKRF3b

- ELAGSEKRF3d

- ELAGSEKRF3b, d

- ELAGSEKRF4 & ELAGSEKL2d

Principles of OG: The Orton Gillingham approach

begins with teaching the sounds that letters make

using a sequential approach. As sounds and

symbols are learned they are used to make words

for reading and spelling. Words build into

sentences, paragraphs, and stories.

For effective intervention, a minimum of two

full OG lessons must be taught each week.

The more severe the reading difficulty, the

slower the pace, the more intense the

intervention and most importantly, direct and

explicit   instruction.It is multi-sensory: visual,

auditory, kinesthetic and tactile senses to help

students make connections between sounds

and words.  Students do not move on to learn

new skills until previous skills are mastered.

Reading and Spelling skills by the end of

Kindergarten:

- All short vowels, single consonants and

common digraphs (sh, th, both voiced &

unvoiced pairs, ch, wh) - (ELAGSEKRF2b)

- Syllable Types VC (exposure to CV and

VCe & exposure to suffixes:-  s/- es-

(ELAGSEKRF2c,d)



- Identify and name correct

punctuation at end of sentence

- Capitalize words at the beginning

of sentences and names of people

- Name the author and illustrator of

a story and define roles

- Use of combination of drawing

and dictating to explain narrative

story structure including character,

setting and main events

- Retell key details of narrative and

informational text, using pictures

or other prompts as a guide

- With prompts, compare and

contrast the experiences of

characters in two stories

- Explain the difference between

narrative and informational text

- Identify and explain new meanings

for familiar words and newly

- ELAGSEKL2b

- ELAGSEKL2a

- ELAGSEKRL6 & ELAGSEKRI6

- ELAGSEKW3 & ELAGSEKRL3

- ELAGSEKRL2 & ELAGSEKRI2

- ELAGSEKRL9

- ELAGSEKRL7 & ELAGSEKRI7

- ELAGSEKL4a,b

- For spelling in OG- c vs. -k agreement-

(ELAGSEKRF3d)

- Read up to 20 of the most common

words by sight (ELAGSEKRF4)

- Understanding language standards:

prepositions (to, from, in, out, on, off, for,

of, by, with) (ELAGSEKL1e)



taught words

- Produce and expand complete

sentences in shared language

activities

- ELAGSEKL1f

First Grade

Fundations Scope and Sequence
(Tier I)

GSE Standards Orton Gillingham Scope and Sequence
(Tier II & III)

- Segment syllables into sounds

(phonemes) - up to 5 sounds

- Name sounds of primary

consonants, consonant digraphs,

and short and long vowels when

given letters

- Print all upper and lower case

letters

- Distinguish long and short vowel

sounds

- Read and spell CVC, CCVC, CVCC,

- ELAGSE1RF3d

- ELAGSE1RF2b

- ELAGSE1L1a

- ELAGSE1RF2a

- ELAGSE1RF3b,c

Principles of OG: The Orton Gillingham approach

begins with teaching the sounds that letters make

using a sequential approach. As sounds and

symbols are learned they are used to make words

for reading and spelling. Words build into

sentences, paragraphs, and stories.

For effective intervention, a minimum of two

full OG lessons must be taught each week.

The more severe the reading difficulty, the

slower the pace, the more intense the

intervention and most importantly, direct and

explicit   instruction.It is multi-sensory: visual,

auditory, kinesthetic and tactile senses to help

students make connections between sounds

and words.  Students do not move on to learn

new skills until previous skills are mastered.



CCVCC, CVCe words

- Name sounds for vowel digraphs

and vowel diphthongs

- Spell untaught words phonetically,

drawing on phonemic awareness

and spelling conventions

- Read and spell the first 100 high

frequency words, including

irregular words (trick words)

- Identify word structures such as

blends, digraphs, base words,

suffixes, syllable types (closed and

vowel-consonant-e syllables)

- Read and spell compound words

and other words with

two-syllables by breaking them

into syllables

- Read and spell words with -s, -es,

-ed, -ing suffixes when added to

non-changing base words

- ELAGSE1RF3

- ELAGSE1L1e

- ELAGSE1RF4d

- ELAGSE1RF3a,c

- ELAGSE1RF3e

- ELAGSE1RF3f

Reading and Spelling Skills by the end of First Grade:

- All short vowels, single consonants, and

common digraphs sh, th (2 sounds), ch,

wh (ELAGSE1RF2b &ELAGSE1RF3a)

- All beginning and ending consonant

blends (ELAGSE1RF2c)

- Spelling patterns: FLSZ, -ck, y=/long i/

(ELAGSE1RF3e)

- Word Families: -all, nk/ng (ELAGSE1L5a)

- Syllable Types: VC, CV, VCe, Vr, VV( ay, ai,

ee, oa, ea, oo) (ELAGSE1RF2a-d)

- Syllable Division: VCCV

VCCV words with double consonants

(e.g. muffin) can not be used for SOS or

sentence dictation, but are fine for

reading and syllable division

work(ELAGSE1RF3e)

- Suffixes: -s/-es, -ing, -ed (3 sounds), -er,

-est, -es (ELAGSE1RF3f)

- High frequency sight vocabulary

(ELAGSE1RF4d)



- Apply correct punctuation and

capitalization

- Ask and answer questions about

key details in a text

- Explain major differences between

fictional stories and informational

text

- Identify and explain new meanings

for familiar word and newly taught

words

- Construct complete sentences

using vocabulary words

(declarative, interrogative,

imperative, and exclamatory)

- Read controlled stories with

fluency, expression and

understanding

- ELAGSE1L2a,b

- ELAGSE1RL1 & ELAGSE1RI1

- ELAGSE1RL5

- ELAGSE1L4

- ELAGSE1L1j

- ELAGSE1RF4a



Second Grade

Fundations Scope and Sequence
(Tier I)

GSE Standards Orton Gillingham Scope and Sequence
(Tier II & III)

- Know and apply grade-level

phonics and word analysis in

decoding

- Segment syllables into sounds

(phonemes)- up to six sounds

- Identify word structures such as

vowels, consonants, blends,

digraphs, digraph blends

- Identify all six syllable types:

closed, vowel-consonant-e, open,

r-controlled, vowel

digraph/diphthong, consonant-le

- Distinguish long and short vowels

when reading regularly spelled

one-syllable words

- Read and spell words with short

vowels

- ELAGSE2RF3

- ELAGSE2RF3

- ELAGSE2RF3

- ELAGSE2L2d

- ELAGSE2RF3a

- ELAGSE2RF3b

Principles of OG: The Orton Gillingham approach

begins with teaching the sounds that letters make

using a sequential approach. As sounds and

symbols are learned they are used to make words

for reading and spelling. Words build into

sentences, paragraphs, and stories.

For effective intervention, a minimum of two

full OG lessons must be taught each week.

The more severe the reading difficulty, the

slower the pace, the more intense the

intervention and most importantly, direct and

explicit   instruction.It is multi-sensory: visual,

auditory, kinesthetic and tactile senses to help

students make connections between sounds

and words.  Students do not move on to learn

new skills until previous skills are mastered.

- All short vowels, single consonants, and

common digraphs st, th, (2 sounds), ch,

wh (ELAGSE2RF3e)

- All beginning and ending consonant

blends (ELAGSE2RF3)

- Spelling Patterns: FLSZ, -ck, -tch, -edg.

y=/long i/, y=long e/, “wo” & “wa” words

*o   w often changes these vowels (e.g.



- Read and spell words with long

vowels in vowel-consonant-e and

open syllables

- Read and spell words with vowel

teams (ai, ay, ee, ey, ea, oi, oy, oa,

ow, oe, ou, oo, ue, ew, au, aw)

- Read and spell words with

unexpected vowel sounds (old, ild,

ind, ost, olt, ive)

- Read and spell words with suffixes

(-s, -es, -ed, -ing, -ish, -able, -ive,

-y, -ful, -ment,-less, -ness, -ly, -ty)

- Read and spell words with

common prefixes (un, dis, non,

trans, pre, pro, re, de)

- Read and spell phonetically

regularly one-, two-, and

three-syllable words

- Read and spell the first 200 high

frequency words including

irregular words

- ELAGSE2RF3c

- ELAGSE2RF3b

- ELAGSE2RF3e

- ELAGSE2RF3d

- ELAGSE2RF3d & ELAGSE2L4b

- ELAGSE2RF3 & ELAGSE2L2d

- ELAGSE2RF4d

wash) (ELAGSE2RF3c,e)

- Word Families: -all, am/an, nk/ng, Wild

Old Words (old, ind, ild, ost, olt, -ight,

(ELAGSE2RF3a)

- Syllable types: VC, VCe, CV, Vr, VV

Vowel Teams & Diphthong: ee, ea,

Oe, oo (2 sounds) ai/ay, oi/oy,

ou/ow  (2 sounds), ie (2 sounds)

Aw, au, igh, oe, ew

Reliable vowel team spelling patterns:

ai/ay, oi/oy, ou/ow (ELAGSE2RF3b)

- Other: soft c and g, spelling c vs. k, silent

letters: kn, wr, mb, gn

- Spelling Rules: doubling rule, e-dropping

rule

- Suffixes -s, -ing, -ed (3 sounds), -er, -est,

-es, -y, -ly, -ful, -less, -ness, -ish, -en, -et

- Prefixes: un, mis, dis,in, non, re, pre, de,

pro

- Important Agreement for SOS and

Sentence Dictation (not for reading):

Syllable Division VCCV, VCCCV, V/CV, VC/V

- VCCV words with double

consonants (e.g. muffin) cannot be used



- Apply correct punctuation and

capitalization

- Read controlled stories with

fluency, expression and

understanding

- ELAGSE2L2b

- ELAGSE2RF4b

for SOS or sentence dictation

- Syllable Division Patterns (ELAGSE2RF3e)

- VC/V: camel

- VCCV: rab/bit

- VC/CCCV- os/trich

- V/CV- ti/ger

- VC/V- cam/el

- V/V- li/on


